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Hair Envy

Taylor Taylor London has everything you
could need to switch up your colour and
style for the party season ahead
Words BETHAN ANDREWS

A velvet headband is a simple
and easy way to add some
glamour everyday

I

t might still feel like a distant thought but
the Christmas party season is fast
approaching and one thing that always
lets us down is the dry and dull hair that the
British winter forces upon us.
So, when you face the gauntlet of cocktail
parties, endless celebrations with friends or
even black tie events, it means that you need
a handy repertoire of evening hairstyles to take
you through the festive season. Lucky for you,
Taylor Taylor London are on hand to guide you.
One of the biggest problems with the
onslaught of Christmas celebrations in the city
is the constant rush we find ourselves in. When
time is of the essence and you need to
change it up from work to wonderful, then
reach for this season’s hottest fabric in the
form of luxurious velvet.
For a simple and speedy fix, try a low
ponytail pulled back at the nape of the neck.
Next, wrap the velvet around both the ponytail
and your neck for an up-to-date choker effect.
To really vamp it up, go for a deep side parting
and sweep your hair across the forehead.
For those of you who have the time to visit
the salon, why not try sweeping the hair away
from your face and securing with a velvet
headband while your stylist creates a classic
French pleat to complete the look. This is a
style that is forecast to be huge this season.
Another popular trend for the free spirited, is
the 70s glamour look. Add some serious volume
with a bit of gentle backcombing and pull out
your largest barrel tongs and hairspray. When
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you need that extra time in bed to sleep the
next morning, you can simply pull your hair
away from your forehead with a long clip
whilst keeping the sides free – don’t be afraid
of showing your roots on this one.
If you are fed up of using hair accessories
though then why not make a colour statement
for the season instead. A powder grey root
stretch with modern undone layers sweeping
across your eyes is one of the sexiest looks of
the season and is perfect for any event – not
to mention being dramatic and eye-catching.
But if you are yearning for a more elegant
look then Taylor Taylor London’s unique formula
of chalky rose quartz tones looks stunning on
bob length hair swept into a half-up style and
secured at the back with a pin or clip. This one
is timeless and seemingly effortless.
Just because there is an abundance of
events to keep up with and the dark nights

make you want to curl up in bed of an evening
doesn’t mean that your hair has to be
neglected. It only takes a blow-dry or colour
update to leave you feeling fresh, so head to
Taylor Taylor London to find out more.
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